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Dr. Kelly Bowring has written a book much needed to be read by every Catholic,
priest, prelate or laity. For concerned Catholics troubled over what is going on in the
Church and world, it is a real page‐turner.
Because of grievous sin over a long time, murder of the innocent and lust run amok
particularly, our Church is deeply wounded, and in our lifetime is entering into the
very Passion of the Bridegroom. The prince of this world, subtle, wily has deceived
many to believe the most egregious lies, and we have become a world of barbarians,
murderous self‐deceived pagans. Never in human history have things been worse.
To quote Our Lady, “…worse than at the time of the flood.” (Chapter 1, pg. 81)
This book contains clear, concise connectivity to Scripture, Saint’s prophecies and
Private Revelation. It demands our attention with knowledge essential to anyone
who truly wishes to know the great peril already at our doorstep. “My people perish
for lack of knowledge.’ (Hos 4:6)
There is no idle speculation in this book’s well researched study of private
revelation. Only such sources that are approved or have current positive support
from a Pope or a Bishop of the Church are included. Dr. Bowring has a Pontifical
Doctorate in Theology from the Angelicum in Rome among other degrees. Yet he
succeeds magnificently in weaving a non‐academic tapestry, highly readable, filled
with insight and plain common sense. I have been studying Scripture, the Saints and
their prophecies and private revelation for decades. But in this book, for the first
time, I have found a complete compendium of how they are all related and
connected to one another in a precise fashion with no speculation. The book is no
less than superb in this relational comprehension.
We know that never before in history has Our Lady been called by God to appear so
often to her children all over the world. Lourdes, La Salette, Fatima, Garabandal,
Amsterdam, North and South America, Africa, Japan and Medjugorje and more
testify to her great love for her children, calling, inviting and warning what is about
to befall all of humanity. Through it all the Blessed Virgin seeks to bring us to eternal
joy through the Two Hearts of Jesus and Mary. She pleads with us to repent, pray,
fast and make reparation for our conversion and that of all poor sinners.
Dr. Bowring makes it clear how and why the Church will define as Dogma, that Mary,
the humble handmaid of the Lord is Co‐Redemptrix, Mediatrix of All Grace and our

Advocate in Heaven. (Chapter 3, pgs. 131‐140) This dogmatic promulgation will
signal the beginning of the triumph of Jesus and His Bride, the Catholic Church
throughout the entire world when all will be one, under one religion, one Church,
one holy Pope.
I keep a few books near me all the time, especially on my night table. This is a new
one. It is the factual compendium we need now on why our time has been chosen
for the Blessed Virgin to come to speak to her children so often.
The devil has declared all out war. He knows his time is short. The signs are clear.
The smoke of hell in the Church, the abortion and contraception holocaust, sexual
depravity, loss of faith, unheard of attacks on true marriage, the real family, not to
mention the economic meltdown, increasing natural disasters, valid fears of
pandemic diseases and environmental disaster, terrorism and religious wars. All
signd pointing to Satan. This book brings the response from heaven, from Mary, our
Mother. We will listen and do as she asks and reach eternal love and life, or we will
not and end in eternal hate and death.
This book connects all the dots. It is a consolation of this time of mercy. But that
time is quickly running out. What can we do? This book answers. It is a must read.

